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Abstract: The issue of software integration is difficult and very popular, considering
the fact that, most times, the individually developed systems were not conceived
considering the possibility of integration and there wasn't an integrated strategy for
development. The lack of an integrated system generated the prevention of
communication between different IT systems. Each system was based exclusively on
the fulfilment of the functions that it was designed for. Then, when porting the data
from one system to another, the users are forced to reintroduce them or manually
migrates the data. The issue of integrating software at enterprise level became a
major issue, as the experts in the field did considerable effort. This paper presents
application integration architectures, being part of technical researches made for
Development and Implementation of the Integrated Management System (DI - IMS)
project.
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1. Introduction
¶ (14pt)
Application integration represents a strategic approach for unification of
several systems, both at services and data level. It offers the possibility to insure data
exchange between systems and reuse the business processes in real time. Even if it
seems a strictly technical issue, the resulting data and process flux provides for the
enterprises a strategic advantage: the opportunity to conduct their businesses in real
time, in an event-based environment, with low latency and reusing their IT support in
optimal conditions. In Development and Implementation of the Integrated
Management System (DI - IMS) project (Botezatu et al. 2008) a study was made to
ensure the prerequisites for managing unstructured data, having the results the
policies and strategies presented in this paper.
In February 2009, 76 Romanian companies were questioned regarding several
issues, about Integrated Management Systems:
 General management policies;
 Information systems requirements for integrated management systems;
 Statistical management methods and tools;
 Health and security of labour;
 Quality Assurance. Standards and certifications;
 Environmental policies.
One of the key points of this study was information technology penetration at
enterprise level, regarding different types of network access, integrated business
solutions, data exchange and integrated support systems for delocalised activities.
As it shown in figure 1 and accordingly with data presented in table 1, the
percent of neutral respondents (28, 36 and 29%) is significant, seeming that the
networks role in a company is not yet well known. On the other hand, if we take into
account only firms opinion (Approval/Denial) all four types of networks are
appreciated as necessary to support day-to-day enterprise activity. For a better
understanding, the computer networks functions are grouped in sharing resources and
information exchange between network members.
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Fig. 1. 1st Criterion: Connectivity options
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Denial
(value/%)

Neutral
(value/%)

27/12

60/26

51/88

1/2

6/10

LAN access

40/69

2/3

16/28

VPN access

22/38

15/26

21/36

Other networks

32/55

9/16

17/29

Economic activity support
integrated solutions
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)

123/53

30/13

79/34

31/53

7/12

20/34

CRM (Customer Relationship
Management)
SCM (Supply Chain Management)

31/53

6/10

21/36

28/48

9/16

21/36

33/57

8/14

17/29

35/60

7/12

16/28

Automated exchange data system
between customer and supplier
based on EDI (Electronic Data
Interchange), XML (Extensible
Mark-up Language)
Delocalised business support systems
e-business, e-auction, e-commerce,
CMS (Content Management
Systems) sites CMS
Tab. 1. Study centralised respondent data

For the second criterion, economic activity support integrated solutions, was
draw figure 2. In this case, positive opinion regarding economic activity support
integrated solutions is counting between 48 and 57% (regarding commonly oriented
solutions ERP, SCM and SCM). Even if integration solutions (EAI – Enterprise
Application Integration) is well appreciated, we believe that, on companies level,
small steps are made for automate different business software applications.
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Fig. 2. 2nd Criterion: Economic activity support integrated solutions
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Fig. 3. Overview of information technology support for enterprises activity
Over viewing those mentioned above, having in mind the three claimed
criterions: connectivity, integrated solutions and delocalised systems, information
technology is positive appreciated with simple majority by companies’ managers
(figure 3).
Starting with these prerequisites, designing and developing an Integrated
Management System (IMS) impose to use already registered data in other software
applications. Many of complex software applications (e.g. ERP, CRM or SCM type)
include part of business processes which lately will be use by IMS. Even in this
happy case, when a complex solution is implemented at enterprise level, take the
legacy of past used solution, which keeps old register data. Is a cheaper solution to
keep existent proofed modules (e.g. accounting, order management) and integrate
with new ones. A good advice, even the prices are higher, is to use, if it is possible, a
reduced number of applications, old data being imported once in implementation
process. So, an integration policy must be developed for each company. Speaking in
generally terms, developing IT structure in a company must have in sight standard
principles and procedures of integration described below.
Results obtained from the questionnaire in conjunction with other external
data, are analyzed in the following directions:
 Characteristics field general dynamics;
 Increasing economic importance of the field;
 Changing the content of work and preparedness of staff;
 Outsourcing of products and services;
 Proliferation of communication systems based on Internet and Intranet;
 Implementation of new systems of organization in enterprises.
1.1 Characteristics field general dynamics
As apparent from the data presented above, the quantitative growth is assessed
by 100% quality with 104.22% and the degree of complexity of 122.56%, the
prognosis is three years (DI-SIM Research Report). These data are in line with those
presented by Romanian Ministry of Information Technology and Communication
(Statistics for Romanian IT industry), expecting both to increase in turnover of firms
in the industry, but also an increase in endowment spending to hardware and software
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(about 11%). Consequently most polls and analysis shows an increase in recent years,
with value growth between 5 and 15% of the field of information systems, but also of
importance in supporting business processes at enterprise level.
1.2 Economic increased importance of the field
After an estimated increase to around 17% in 2007, the IT sector will reduce
growth this year. IDC forecasts expect IT market of Romania in 2008 to reach the
threshold of 1.37 billion EUR, registering an increase of approximately 11% over last
year, due to special conditions of this area (legislation, working conditions, etc.). In
2009 because of financial crises it will be a 10% shrink of market. Due the
technological progress made, the share of ICT (information and communications
technology) in GDP, and expenditure required to achieve the ICT products and
services, is growing. In this respect, the expenditure and revenue recorded at the
company in 2008 are classified into:
 Hardware equipment, which acquire or renew park equipment (computers and
communications infrastructure) – 27%;
 Software acquisition – 12%;
 Services (maintenance, repair and training) – 25%;
 Processed materials – 27%;
 Other expenditures – 9%.
1.3 Modifying the content and preparation of working staff
The more massive IT implementation in various fields of achievement required
mutations in relation to the working staff. In this sense, provides current job
descriptions and skills of operating the processing of various being distinguished
several levels of jurisdiction: general operating, as ECDL or other similar levels and
specialized operation and data processing.
Simultaneously, changes occur in the preparation of staff. Acquire a minimum
of computer knowledge and skills are a major component of training programs and
professional. According to the results of the questionnaire, the average annual
expenditure on IT training is about 880 RON (200 EUR) per person. It is estimated
that these costs will have a share of the increasingly important due to the need for
awareness training of companies’ management staff, but due to the diversification of
software tools used.
1.4 Outsourcing of products and services
Starting from the premise efficient work on the major business processes, an
important part of companies, especially small and medium size have decided to
outsource some activities (aided design, installation and maintenance of software and
hardware, custom software implementation).
1.5 Proliferation of communication systems based on internet and intranet
Software architecture requires a high degree of scalability, provided by the
communication infrastructure and logical data servers. These modules function as
interconnected with the bus interconnection implemented by software communication
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protocols and adapters. Requirements can be met by this level of system architecture
to achieve the objectives are: to represent a complete solution for high technology,
designed to ensure program management, system having an architecture of client /
server, providing a management unit circulating information, information entered is
transmitted in real time to all parties that the relationship is interdependent ensuring
optimum level of security applications and the speed necessary to run a professional
product, is a modular system which allows a uniform management information by
geographically distributed users eventually, to the development of reports for specific
activities and how their integration in a general way to allow native storage and
presentation of multilingual information.
1.6 Implementation of new systems in the enterprise organization
Information systems and communications will take the following goal, policy
outsourcing:
 Increased focus on own business and not on technology-through specialization and
delegation, out-sourcing. The customer can devote to solving problems related to
their field of activity is not required to understand and implement their own means
through all aspects of computerization;
 Access to new markets. The organization on the Internet automatically allows
access to new markets, integration of circuits in a virtual commercial suppliers manufacturers - distributors – customers;
 Continuous adaptation to changing technology. Clients use automatically and
transparently newest technology;
 Rapid implementation. Besides eliminating all problems related to installing and
configuring hardware and network, ASP providers tend to offer standardized
solutions, already validated, enabling shorter implementation period and bringing
in real time operation system;
 Low cost of implementation and operation, because the customer is freed from the
problem of ensuring the functioning applications. The client must not invest in any
infrastructure hardware equipment or personnel in specialized management
applications;
 Predictability of costs and low initial investment. Services use software costs are
fixed (monthly or annual subscriptions, rental arrangements for services, etc.). So
that the customer may very precisely the size needed computerization;
 Ongoing support. Service provider on the Internet should provide ongoing support
and monitoring of business customers: Help Desk On-Line, dedicated phone lines,
etc.
All the details are relevant – all the individual aspects have to be considered
when developing an integrated system. Considering the complexity of the integrated
IT system at the level of multiple legal entities communicating between them, they
can choose a distributed system, through the development of multiple application
servers, each of them containing an IT subsystem. Different types of users are
involved that use a certain subsystem, so at least an application server will be used
for each institution. In this case, when multiple servers are used, it must be mapped
the chart with the allocation of modules for each server with be developed, as well as
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the performance requirements of these servers, the communication chart between
application servers, the development of disaster recovery procedures.
According to Nelson King (King, 1999), there are 3 main classes of
integration technologies, which can be used in correlation at enterprise level:
 Data Integration Technologies;
 Enterprise Application Integration;
 Business to Business Application Integration.
John Schmidt (Schmidt, 2002), the chairman of the Industrial Consortium
EAI Committee, published in his articles the 5 laws that IT systems integration has to
fulfil:
 Whole is better than the sum of parts – any integrated system provides more
facilities than the sum of the individual systems facilities, through data correlation
and aggregation;
 There is no final status – the integrated system undergoes permanently through a
series of modifications, due to multiple organizational and functional aspects and
technological evolution;
 There are no universal standards – use of standards is different, according to the
needs of the enterprise;
 Technologies adapt in order to meet the needs of the local requests - any
methodology or technology must be adjusted at enterprise level;
So, in the next pages will be detailed the techniques for software integration
resulted as best practices and self-study made by authors, establishing a set of
guidelines, depending of software platforms and the type of organization.
2. Software integration architectures
¶ (14pt)
One of the classification criteria for the software integration architectures is the
way the user interacts with the systems, as well as with the integrated application.
The architectures presented include web components too, as access through Internet
is already a common aspect. They also contain links with the data storage deposits
and links with other enterprises (Botezatu & Botezatu, 2006).
There are 3 types of architectures:
 Forward type Application Integration Architecture
 Back-end type Application Integration Architecture
 Mix type Application Integration Architecture
2.1 Forward type Application Integration Architecture
The forward type emphasizes user experience and puts the EAI server close to
the user interface. In fact, a business process started by a user generates multiple
transactions in multiple applications, and the answer is provided almost in real time
(Glazier, 2000). It's the case when a user accesses the integrated system, the
integrating interface or the so-called EAI server, either by direct means or through
internet.
The EAI server makes the updates in the individual systems. In figure 4, the
user accesses through internet the web server that sends his request to the integrating
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application/system. The EAI application uses rules in order to identify the application
that needs to be used and the parameters for it. The individual applications can be
both legacy applications, as well as new ones. The integrated system accepts requests
from internal users as well as from the business partners (Hammer & Timermman,
2007).
This type of architecture is used only if there are well defined rules for
mapping data for individual applications.
The model can route the users' transactions through a single interface,
connecting them to multiple applications; this type is very efficient in a B2C
(business to customer) environment. The advantage is that the transactions are
achieved almost in real time.
2.2 Back-end type Application Integration Architecture
This architecture type improves automatic data exchange between applications.
The EAI server does not interact with the user, as it gathers data from the individual
applications.
In figure 5 the user accesses the application directly or through a web server. In
the user interface can be integrated all the facilities provided by the individual
applications, but in reality each application manages its own transactions.
Application 1

EAI
Application

Internet
user

Application 2

Web Server

Internet

Application n

DW/ODS
Business partner

Fig. 4. Forward type Application Integration Architecture
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Fig. 5. Back-end type Application Integration Architecture
When an application needs data managed by a different application, it uses the
EAI server.
This architecture type is easier to implement, as it has a lower number of rules
to be implemented. It is used for B2B applications (business to business), which
require data exchange between business partners (Bramer, M. & Terziyan, V. 2005).
2.3 Mix type Application Integration Architecture
This type (figure 3) represents a combination of the two previous architectures.
User accesses different applications, as the EAI application. This architecture type is
used when the forward model is needed, with front-end applications, but with some
back-end applications as well that might be needed.
2.4 Middleware technologies
Application integration is very popular through the use of middleware
technologies, which includes communication protocols, API integration interfaces,
application servers, web servers. Middleware is defined as an intelligent component
that works as an interface between user and a large number of systems with different
functions. Through middleware the way to communicate between systems is
controlled.
In practice, the user does not feel this level that sends the information to every
system that needs that data. At query, the middleware section gathers data from
different applications correlates them and aggregates them. In this way the
transparency of the systems distribution and data sources is ensured.
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Fig. 6. Mix type Application Integration Architecture






Integration of systems using middleware can be achieved in different ways:
Message oriented – through messaging;
Transaction oriented – communication through transactions;
Through distributed objects - the link between applications is done through
distributed objects;
For databases – uses databases;
Remote calls.

3. Integration Technologies
Use of adaptors. In large enterprises there are used many types of applications,
with different interfaces, for example: .NET, COM (Component Object Model),
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), JAVA etc. At the
development of a new application that has to relate with existing applications, the
API has to be translated from the source technology in the technology of the new
application. Each new application has to use the interface connection with the
existing applications. The way to solve this is given by adaptors. The interfaces for
the application and databases are different, including from well defined API to the
complex output procedures. The software developers started to introduce adaptors, as
a response after long periods of time of manual code writing. The adaptors are small
applications that intervene between the source applications and destinations,
middleware, APIs, database interfaces, or even different types of middleware
components (Chang et al., 2008).
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Use of messaging. The principle of message oriented middleware is similar in
approach with sending e-mails. When an application has to send or receive some
data, the data is transformed in electronic form, as a message, that is set in a queue. In
some cases middleware can supply a notice concerning the receipt of the message.
The process, as in e-mails case, is asynchronous, as the application can continue with
a different message. The messages can be sent through local network or Internet.
Between applications can be developed central node that’s receiving messages and
later send forward. It's a more practical approach, because the adaptors can be
integrated only in the central node, and there is no more need for adaptors for each
application. This type of middleware is referred to in the specialized literature as the
MOM (Message Oriented Middleware), as one of the technologies with a growing
rate of use.
Application servers. The application servers are based on a component model,
as they are a container type environment for keeping applications, which includes
development tools. Here are included typical concepts for container based systems
like Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) or Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS).
The technology eliminates the need to develop complex middleware services of
low level. The developers have the possibility to focus on programming business
rules, achieving a low business implementation time.
The technology was developed using standard specifications J2EE (Java 2
Enterprise Edition) or Microsoft .NET. The best known producers are: IBM, Sun and
Oracle.
The application servers based on J2EE (Figure 7) include support for
distributed transactions, security, persistence, clustering at application level. More
than that, they eliminate the need to write codes for certain issues (Land et al., 2007).
The composing elements are:
 Visual tools for development of the configuration;
 Framework with prebuilt code sequences, partially generated, that will be
combined with code sequences written by the beneficiary;
 Application data storage environment.
Figure 4 presents the architecture of the application servers for J2EE. The
programmers can write Java codes directly or they can use visual tools that generate
Java code. Applications that access the databases are generated. The application
servers have surpassed from a long time ago the initial purpose of providing a
complete environment for application development.
In the last few years, they were developed in the direction of integrating the
legacy systems, application packages or other technologies based on J2EE standards:
Java Messaging Service (JMS) or Web services. The application servers’ producers
extended the facilities provided, by including integration standards, including use of
messages, adaptors, management of heterogeneous systems and management of
business systems.
Integration brokers. Integration brokers, developed as hub-spoke type
systems, where the broker product is the integration hub and the spoke are the
applications that need integration. The hub type vision reduces the number of
interferences that need integration.
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Fig. 7. J2EE Application server’s architecture
The composing elements of an integration broker are:
 Adaptors for establishing connections between applications, especially with
legacy systems or with software packages;
 Certain forms of MOM, previously presented for distribution of events and dates;
 System of rules for routing and transformation of data.
The best known producers of integration brokers are: IBM, TIBCO, SeeBezond,
webMethods. Traditionally, brokers are concentrated on the concept of distributing
events between applications, based on well-established rules, most times in the form
of messages, as we have mentioned before. The integration broker transforms the
application specific schemes using transformation rules, that the developers would
define using visual components (Zhao, 2006). As well, the developers can define
routing charts of the components through different integration points. The
applications can be modified without affecting the integrated application. The brokers
offer prebuilt functions in order to reduce the application integration effort and the
possibility of reusing components (Liu et al, 2009).
So, the facilities provided by an integration broker are:
 Transformation through caption of the charts and graphic mapping;
 Intelligent routing of messages;
 Graphic instruments for designing transformations, processes and routing rules;
 Distributed architecture;
 Data dictionary that keeps information about applications, with the possibility of
reuse;
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 XML transformation;
 Encryption possibilities.
Integration brokers were developed including different communication models
(synchronous, asynchronous, publish/subscribe type, message queue). The essential
components introduced were: the possibility of business processes management,
BPM (Business Process Management), workflow charts and support for web services.
In this way the interaction with users outside the system was created. The usual
architecture used by the integration brokers is presented in Figure 8. The code can be
written by developers or generated through visual transformation tools or visual tools
for the management of the business processes. This is processed and sent to
integration brokers, which manage the routing to different applications (Larson et al.,
2008). In this moment the integration brokers offer integration support for a diversity
of applications:
 For component models: CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture),
COM (Component Object Model) or .NET from Microsoft
 For MOM standards: MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue), JMS (J2EE Message
Service), IBM MQSeries
 For XML format: ebXML, CXML etc.
Actually, as it can be seen, both the application servers and the integration
brokers evolve around the takeover and improvement of the facilities of each of them.
In the near future, we will probably not be able to speak about different technologies,
each of them including a mix of instruments and facilities provided.
3.1 Use of XML technology
There is a much faster way to incrementally develop the integrated software
products. XML was already recognized as an integration standard, providing a way of
viewing the data in a common format. For example, in the financial field, using XML
and web services were recognized as a standard, as it was agreed by industrial groups
and field standards. The international organizations from the financial area have
already adopted XML type messaging systems.
Another example that is worth mentioning is the recommendation of the US
Government for the federal agencies to use XML for information exchange. Actually,
heterogeneous information systems can be integrated, as for example Java, COM,
relational databases, message based systems like WebSphere de la IBM or
ActiveEnterprise from TIBCO, management systems, SAP type applications and
PeopleSoft, Oracle.
Most enterprises use database based applications, and that is why the
strongpoint of a XML solution has to take into consideration solving the data
communication between heterogeneous databases. The solution has to be able to
detect all the modifications done at database level and generate XML files without
destroying or modifying existing data, and especially without compromising the
performances of the database.
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4. Conclusions
Integration of information systems at enterprise levels provides the competitive
edge. Data of great value exist already in different storage forms within an enterprise.
Those enterprises that manage to use these data will be the first ones to gain an
advantage in the competition with other enterprises, as they will have access to
quality information regarding marketing, performances, customer care, etc. Also, the
fact that they have these advantages will allow them to generate better predictions, be
more flexible and react better to the changing market, and eventually to have better
decisions than competition.
The paperwork presents a part of the new technologies and architectures for
integration of the information systems that allow communication of data between
heterogeneous databases and provide an integrated management for processes and
documents, integration of new and legacy applications, management of the data
storage space and their security, being detailed the policies prescript by authors after
a study made on 76 Romanian companies for assuring the prerequisites for
implementing integrated management systems, project being in course, funded by
Romanian Ministry of Education, Research and Innovation. In this project we have as
goal to determine, model and design new management approach, having in mind the
integration of subsystems such as: HR, AQ, environmental preserve etc. In most
cases emphasized by the study mentioned above, each subsystem is supported by one
or more software applications so integration of those is an imperative. Another issue
is that the applications are very diverse and each case imposes a unique solution of
software integration. The actual software business solutions implemented at large
companies level, because of their high selling and implementation prices are
incomplete (customers are not buying entire application with all facilities and
features) combining new solutions with modules legacies from past. Sometimes, even
is cheaper to combine a new solution with an old one integrated solutions are
recommended.
Future research will cover integration between types of application, (CAE,
business support applications, delocalised solutions etc.) and integration between
customer and suppliers process, with most commonly and market best sold solutions.
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